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II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

A. Overview and Signi icance

Large networks of cameras are ubiquitous in urban life, especially in densely populated environments such 
as airports, train stations and sports arenas.  For cost and practicality, most cameras in such networks are 
widely spaced so that their ields of view are non-overlapping.  Automatically matching objects, especially 
humans, which re-appear across different cameras in such networks, is a key research goal in computer vi-
sion and a critical problem in homeland-security-related surveillance applications.
In recent years, the fundamental research question to reach the goal of automatically matching objects has 
been distilled into the human re-identi ication (re-id) problem.  That is, given a cropped rectangle of pixels 
representing a human in one view, a re-id algorithm produces a similarity score for each candidate in a gal-
lery of similarly cropped human rectangles from a second view.  Computer vision research in re-id largely 
focuses on two issues.  The irst is feature selection; i.e., determining effective ways to extract representa-
tive information from each cropped rectangle to produce descriptors.  The second is metric learning; i.e., 
determining effective ways to compare descriptors from different viewpoints.  Feature selection and metric 
learning should work together so that images of the same person from different points of view yield high 
similarity, while images of different people yield low similarity.  Re-id algorithms are typically validated on 
benchmarking datasets agreed upon by the academic community, notably the VIPeR, ETHZ and i-LIDS MCTS 
datasets.
However, feature selection and metric learning only represent two aspects of creating an effective real-world 
re-id algorithm.  In practice, a re-id system must be fully autonomous from the point that an end user draws 
a rectangle around a person of interest to the point that candidates are presented to them.  This implies that 
the system must automatically detect and track humans in the ield of view of all cameras with speed and 
accuracy.  The candidates in the re-id gallery in practice are, thus, automatically generated and are typically 
much lower-quality than the hand-curated gallery of a benchmark dataset; in fact, many candidate rectangles 
may not even represent humans.  Furthermore, in a typical branching camera network, the camera in which 
the target reappears is unknown, so there are actually several separate galleries to search.  The timing of the 
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reappearance is also unknown; the galleries will be constantly updated with new candidates over the course 
of minutes or hours instead of being presented to the algorithm all at once.  Finally, real-world re-id maps 
naturally onto a multi-shot problem. That is, there are multiple images available to describe both the target 
and the matching candidates, since after a target of interest is detected in the ield of view of one camera, he/
she is usually tracked until leaving the current view.  
Additionally, the deployment of a re-id algorithm in a real-world environment faces many practical constraints 
not typically encountered in an academic research lab.  In contrast to recently-purchased, high-quality digital 
cameras, a legacy surveillance system is likely to contain low-quality, perhaps even analog, cameras whose 
positions and orientations cannot be altered to improve performance.  The video data collected by cameras in 
the network is likely to be transmitted to secure servers over limited-bandwidth links, and these servers are 
likely to have limited storage since many cameras’ data must be compressed and archived.  These servers are 
also likely to be closed off from the internet, so that any algorithm upgrades and testing must be physically 
done on-site.  Because the algorithm must run autonomously, a robust, crash-proof software architecture is 
required, that takes advantage of any possible computational advantage (e.g., parallel or distributed process-
ing) while still guaranteeing low latency.  On the front end, the algorithm must run in real time, updating a 
ranked list of matching candidates as fast as they appear in each potential camera, and the results must be 
presented to the user in an easy-to-use, non-technical interface.
This project addresses the design and deployment of real-world re-id algorithms speci ically designed for 
mass transit environments in which we had to surmount the above challenges.  We call this implementation 
of re-id ``tag-and-track’’, because the system begins with the user tagging a person of interest in one camera 
and attempts to track them throughout the broader camera network at the airport in real time.  This involves: 
(1) the design and analysis of new computer vision algorithms for human detection and tracking, feature 
selection, and metric learning problems for re-id; as well as (2) the selection and implementation of suitable 
algorithms in a modular, low-latency software architecture deployed at the Cleveland-Hopkins International 
Airport (CLE) for validation of the overall framework in an ALERT-designed camera network testbed.

B. State-of-the-Art and Technical Approach

B.1. State of the art

The traditional paradigm for solving the person re-id problem is to extract appearance features of the tar-
get and each candidate and then compare the feature vectors using a distance metric. This has given rise 
to two different research paths: appearance modeling and metric learning. Most re-id algorithms describe 
the appearance using texture and color histograms [8, 9]. To learn distance metrics, most methods focus on 
learning Mahalanobis-like distances [6, 10 and 11]. However, these methods are designed for the single-shot 
setting; i.e., they rely on comparing the feature vector of one probe image with the feature vector of one gal-
lery image. The naive way to extend such methods to the multi-shot setting is to compare every possible pair 
of probe and gallery images and aggregate the results.
Several methods speci ically tackle the multi-shot re-id problem.  For example, Cong et al. [12] used image se-
quences to build aggregated appearance descriptors. Wang et al. [13] proposed an algorithm that selects dis-
criminative fragments to learn a video ranking function. Li et al. [14] learned discriminative random forests 
and aggregated classi ication scores for all the available images for each person to make a decision. Image 
sequences have also been used to perform direct sequence matching. Simonnet et al. [16] used dynamic time 
warping to perform temporal sequence matching. The multi-shot re-id problem has also been formulated as 
a gait recognition problem [15], where person discrimination is based on the walking style.
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B.2. System description

The key computer vision aspects of our deployed system include human detection and tracking, feature se-
lection, and descriptor comparison for re-id.  Figure 1 illustrates the main steps of the process.

B.3. Detection and tracking

The irst step is using mixtures of Gaussians (MoG) [18] to detect foreground pixels and group them into 
blobs; the bounding boxes of these blobs de ine regions of interest (ROIs).  ROIs with small sizes or impossi-
ble locations are discarded.  Each viable ROI is input to the aggregated channel features pedestrian detector 
of Dollar et al. [17], as illustrated in Figure 2.  This detector uses a boosted decision tree classi ier to rapidly 
generate pedestrian candidates.  We found it was important to train a speci ic classi ier for each camera in the 
network to obtain good results, which was accomplished using 500 pedestrian images from each camera and 
randomly sampled background images (to create negative samples).  The pedestrian detection runs at sever-
al scales within each ROI, resulting in a set of candidate detections of different sizes within each foreground 
blob.  Because our system must run in real time, it was critical to restrict the candidate search to only viable 
ROIs, resulting in a human detector that runs at about 100 frames per second.

Figure 1: Block diagram outlining our human re-id algorithm.

Figure 2: Pedestrian detection example using MoG foreground detection to reduce computational complexity.
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Our approach to tracking the detected human candidates is twofold.  First, we perform tracking-by-detection 
in each frame as described above.  Second, another set of candidate bounding boxes is generated in each 
frame by predicting the bounding box locations of tracked pedestrians from the previous frame.  This pre-
diction is made by detecting low-level FAST corner features [19] in each previous bounding box, removing 
features estimated to belong to the background [20], estimating the motion vector for each feature with the 
KLT tracker [21] and averaging the resulting motion vectors to update the location of the bounding box in the 
current frame.
The tracking-by-detection and motion-prediction bounding boxes are merged at the current frame to pro-
duce a inal set of human detections as follows. We compute the intersection of each tracking-by-detection 
bounding box with each motion-prediction bounding box and ind the maximum ratio between the area of 
intersection and the area of the smaller bounding box. The new tracking-by-detection box is associated with 
the corresponding motion-predicted box if this ratio is above a prede ined threshold (in our experiments, 
we used 0.8); otherwise, it is used to initialize a new track. Motion-predicted bounding boxes not matching 
any tracking-by-detection box in the previous frame are retained if both their aspect ratio and location in the 
frame are plausible.

B.4. Re-identi ication

The re-id process has three key steps. First, a feature descriptor needs to be extracted from each candidate 
detection.  Second, given a pair of descriptors Xtarget and Xj (one from the tagged target and the other from the 
jth candidate detection), we must compute an appropriate similarity score sj = f (Xtarget, Xj) . Finally, by ranking 
the similarity scores sj, j = 1, 2, ..., n in each frame, an ordered list of “preferred” candidates to be shown to the 
user is generated. 
For feature extraction, we use texture and color histograms, which are popular descriptors for person re-id 
[1]. Following the approach of Gray and Tao [2], we divide the image into six horizontal strips. In each strip, 
we irst compute ilter responses of 13 Schmid and 6 Gabor ilters. The ilter responses are then used to 
compute a histogram with 16 bins. To describe the color information in each strip, we compute the 16-bin 
histograms in the whitened RGB space, the HSV space and the YCbCr space. This results in a 432-dimensional 
feature vector for each strip. The feature vectors for all of the 6 strips are concatenated to form a 2592-di-
mensional feature vector.
Given the feature vectors gi j for the gallery images and pi j for the probe images, where j denotes the jth image 
of the ith unique person, computed as described above, we then learn a feature transformation using local 
Fisher discriminant analysis (LFDA) [3]. For the sake of notational convenience, let us de ine the matrix F of 
all the feature vectors gi j and pi j as F = [{gi j} {pi j}]. The traditional Fisher discriminant analysis (FDA), which 
minimizes the within-class and maximizes the between-class scatter, fails to give satisfactory results if the 
input data is multi-modal. Indeed, in the multi-shot re-id problem, the data is multi-modal since each person 
in the gallery view and the probe view has multiple images. To this end, we employ LFDA, wherein locality 
preserving projections [4] are used to ensure that the feature vectors of each person are close in the embed-
ding space, thereby preserving the local structure of the data. Speci ically, we irst de ine an af inity matrix A 
that captures the closeness of the feature vectors F*a and F*b, where F*a is the ath column of F. The value Aab = 
1 if  F*a and F*b are close to each other; otherwise it is set to 0. Here, we use the k-nearest neighbors rule with 
k=7 to determine this closeness.
We then de ine the local within-class and between-class scatter matrices sw and sb as:
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where N is the total number of available images and  and  are de ined as:

where nc  is the number of images available for person with index c. The feature transformation T is then 
learned as: 

Now, we project the feature vectors of the gallery and probe images using this transformation matrix T and 
compute the mean feature vector to form the average descriptors for each person in each of the gallery and 
probe cameras. The next step is to ind a metric to accurately quantify similarity. Many metric learning tech-
niques have been proposed for re-id [5, 6, 17]. In our implementation, we applied the rankSVM method [1] to 
maximize the norm of a weight vector W subject to the constraints that if              is the absolute 
difference of two descriptors of the same person i , and                                       is the absolute difference of descrip-
tors of two different people i and j, then                                           for all possible pairs from same and different 
people. The idea is to minimize the norm of W that satis ies the following ranking relationship

where  is the mean feature vectors of person i in camera a projected by the learned transformation matrix  
T as described above, and P is the total number of training subjects. The RankSVM method inds W by solving 
the problem

where  is a slack variable. The re-id distance function between the two descriptors Xtarget and Xj  is then 
computed as f (Xtarget, Xj) = WT | Xtarget - Xj|.
In the approach described above, the idea of computing the mean feature vector given the descriptors corre-
sponding to multiple images of the same person is naïve and does not fully exploit the available discrimina-
tive information for each person. In Year 2, we developed specialized algorithms to address this multi-shot 
re-id problem, which are described next. 

B.4.a. Block sparsity for person re-id

Here, our algorithm design stems from the following intuitions:
1. In some learned embedding space, the feature vector of the probe image of a person approximately 

lies in the linear span of the corresponding images of that person in the gallery.
2. If we construct a dictionary D whose columns are the feature vectors in the embedding space of all 

the images corresponding to all the persons in the gallery, the feature vector of the probe image can 
be expressed as a sparse linear combination of the columns of D. Most importantly, the recovered 
sparse coef icient vector will have a block structure because the dictionary D has a block structure. 
This is true because we have several images for each person in the gallery and the sets of images for 
each person naturally form disparate blocks.

Building upon these ideas, we present a novel formulation of the multi-shot re-id problem. We pose the 
problem of determining the class of a feature vector p of a probe image as a block sparse recovery problem. 
We then solve the associated block sparse minimization problem using the alternating directions framework. 
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We evaluate our algorithm on two publicly available benchmarking datasets and demonstrate superior re-
sults when compared to the current state of the art in multi-shot re-id.  The proposed method is particularly 
well-suited to scenarios involving background clutter and occlusions.
Feature extraction and training:
We describe each image using texture and color histograms, as above. We then transform each feature vector 
using a transformation matrix T, learned using LFDA as described previously. 
Testing:
Let K denote the number of unique people in the gallery, and ni be the number of available images for the 
person with index i, denoted as Pi in the following. Let                                                         be the d-dimensional fea-
ture vector in the transformed feature space of the jth  image of Pi in the gallery. We de ine the person-speci ic 
dictionary                                            and then construct the gallery dictionary D = [G1, G2 ... GK]. 

Now consider       the feature vector in the transformed feature space of a particular image of Pi in the probe 
camera view. We hypothesize that     approximately lies in the subspace spanned by the feature vectors,       
; i.e.,.                                                                        .   Put a different way, we model, 
where                                           represents the block of coef icients corresponding to the person with index i, and 
our hypothesis is that in the most desirable solution, the contribution from the coef icient block x[i]  domi-
nates the contributions from the coef icient block x[i], j ≠ i. We note that this hypothesis is stronger than the 
model  and the hypothesis is that x is sparse.  That is, instead of expecting the solution vector to have 
as few non-zero coef icients as possible, our approach requires these coef icients to be concentrated in one 
of the person-speci ic blocks of the feature dictionary.

We then pose the re-id problem as the following minimization problem: 

Intuitively, this problem formulation attempts to minimize the l2 norm or the energy of the blocks in the coef-
icient vector x[i] = [x[1] x[2] ... x[K] ]. Subsequently, given the recovered block sparse coef icient vector xs, we  

determine the identity of the person represented by the feature vector       by simply determining the block 
that results in the least residual error. Speci ically, we compute the residual  
and assign the index of the least residual as the identity of the person. 
The images of people captured from surveillance cameras are often occluded by other people and/or objects. 
Unlike other related multi-shot re-id techniques, our formulation allows us to explicitly model occlusions. 
Speci ically, we introduce an error term e into the above problem formulation. Our linear approximation 
model now becomes  and minimization problem:

As before, given the recovered block sparse coef icient vector xs and the error vector es, we determine the 
class-wise residuals  and determine the identity of the person. Figure 
3 on the next page illustrates the overall approach.
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The detailed results of applying the proposed approach to benchmark datasets and comparing it with the 
state of the art are reported in the conference paper cited in Section V-B-1.

B.4.b. Adaptive Fisher discriminant analysis for person re-id

Given a tracking image sequence of a person, certainly one would have more information to model the indi-
vidual’s appearance, as there can be multiple visually distinctive states of the subject. However, these states 
are not evenly distributed across the image sequence but can be roughly represented by clusters of images. 
An example is shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that at typical video frame rates, adjacent images exhibit few 
differences, but across the whole sequence there are several distinctive states. Each state can be represented 
by a cluster of images.

In such cases, if all the data samples of a person are treated equally, our representation will be highly biased 
because there is redundant information unevenly distributed across different states of the person. For some 
important states (e.g., speci ic poses or lighting conditions), it is possible that only a few samples are avail-

Figure 3: Given the probe feature vector, we project it to the learned transformation space and solve a block sparse 

recovery problem to determine its class.

Figure 4: A tracking image sequence is clustered into 5 groups.
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able. Thus, using all the data samples to ind a transformation matrix as discussed in the previous section will 
lead to suboptimal results. Instead, a sample selection scheme is necessary to avoid biased and redundant 
information. 
We propose a novel algorithm to select representative samples via hierarchical clustering based on the Fisher 
criterion function and then use the selected data to train the Fisher discriminant transformation matrix. By 
iteratively conducting clustering and LFDA, better performance can be achieved.
First, all the data samples are supplied to LFDA to initialize the transformation matrix T. In each iteration, we 
project all the data onto a low-dimensional subspace via the current  obtained by LFDA. Then for each person, 
we perform a hierarchical clustering, as discussed below. At the beginning, each image sequence forms one 
cluster, so each person has two clusters, one from each camera. After processing all the people, a new trans-
formation matrix Tnew is learned using LFDA with the updated data points. We compare the Fisher criterion 
for the new set of data points using Tnew with that of the last iteration. If it is has increased, we update T and 
continue the clustering process; otherwise we return the matrix T as the inal transformation matrix.
Within each iteration, the Fisher criterion is again applied to guide a hierarchical clustering process. Given 
the data samples of a person, we irst calculate the Fisher criterion  for the current clustering scheme. Then, 
the k-means (k = 2) clustering algorithm is performed on each existing cluster. Every split is examined by 
comparing the new Fisher criterion value Jnew with J and will be accepted only if it generates better cluster 
separation of the person. The process is repeated until there is no cluster update. To avoid over-clustering the 
data, we set an upper bound for the number of clusters.
In the proposed method, the feature space used in the intra-class clustering and the sample distribution of 
each class used in subspace learning are updated iteratively and collaboratively, ensuring local structure and 
diversity are preserved while selecting discriminative features between different people. We also note that 
there are two applications of the Fisher criterion in the proposed method: one is applied to the data samples 
within each class locally, in order to obtain the most representative data points for each class; the other is 
applied to all the data globally, for determining a discriminant feature subspace. By alternating these two 
processes, the results can be iteratively improved.
One problem that LFDA might cause in re-id is that it preserves local structures when the data is multi-modal. 
The training data employed for each person is from two different cameras. Because of viewpoint and environ-
mental variations, the appearance of the same person from these two cameras will be inherently different. 
Thus, the data samples in the feature space naturally split into two clusters, which means the data from each 
person is multi-modal. In such cases, after learning a subspace, we further learn a weighting vector to com-
pensate for the difference of the two cameras using RankSVM [1]. 

Suppose the person p captured in camera a has a feature vector set  , where . 
These data samples are clustered using the proposed algorithm. We then take the set of sample means of each 
cluster as the representative points for person p in camera a. Now we would like to learn a weighting vector 
in the favor of data pairs from the same person so as to compensate the difference caused by two cameras. 
The idea is to minimize the norm of a vector $w$ that satis ies the following ranking relationship

where  is the sample mean of representative feature vectors of person i in camera a projected by the learned 
transformation matrix T, and P is the total number of training subjects. The weight vector w is computed us-
ing the previously described RankSVM method.

The detailed results of applying the proposed approach to benchmark datasets and comparing it with the 
state of the art are reported in a conference paper under review and the Ph.D. thesis cited in Section V-D-2.
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B.5. Deployment at CLE

Over the course of the research, and as part of an associated multi-university Task Order, the ALERT team 
designed two re-id testbeds at CLE. The initial testbed included ive existing cameras leading from the garage 
to the terminals.  The second testbed included six new cameras whose locations were carefully selected by 
the research team, leading from the central security checkpoint to different concourses (see Fig. 5). This set 
of cameras has a resolution of 768x432 pixels and a frame rate of 60 fps.  The dataset is challenging because 
subjects can enter one of three concourses after passing though the checkpoint and the timing of their reap-
pearance is uncertain.  Moreover, people are likely to change clothes at the checkpoint, which means their 
appearance may change in those views. Currently, we mainly tested our algorithms on 3 cameras of this 
testbed: cameras 32, 33 and 36.

In our software implementation, we selected the open standard Data Distribution Service (DDS) middle-
ware to handle inter-process communication and guarantee compatibility as new components are added 
to the system. DDS is designed for real-time applications requiring low latency and high throughput. It uses 
a loosely-coupled, publish-subscribe communication model. In this model, participating processes contain 
objects for publishing (writing) and subscribing to (reading) data from a global data space managed by DDS. 
The global data space is organized into a number of “topics” de ined by a unique pair of names. To access 
the global data space, programs merely inform DDS of the topic name and data types they would like to read 
and/or write to; the creation of new topics is handled automatically by DDS. The interface also allows access 
from multiple programming languages such as C++, C# and Java, which makes cooperation from different 
institutions easier.
Here, we report the results of several experiments based on real-time execution of the end-to-end algorithm 
(i.e., automated tracking and re-id).  In each experiment, a target person was tagged in the tag camera (25 and 
36) and re-identi ied in the probe cameras (22 or 23 and 32 or 33). We set a re-appearance time window of 
3 minutes; i.e., we waited for 3 minutes for the target person to re-appear. The results obtained are tabulated 
in Table 1 on the next page, indicating high-accuracy performance at rank 5.  (As a comparison, a competing 
industry solution, NICE Subject Search, claims “70% probability that targets will be identi ied in the irst 5% 
of image matches”.)

Figure 5: Sample images from six cameras in the concourse testbed. Camer a position approved by TSA.
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Garage (Tag in Cam 25) Concourse (Tag in Cam 36)

Cam 22 Cam 23 Cam 32 Cam 33

Rank 1 48% (24/50) 60% (30/50) 25% (6/24) 30% (6/20)

Rank 5 81% (41/50) 78% (39/50) 70.83% (17/24) 90% (18/20)

C. Major Contributions

The key achievements of the project to date (most recent irst) include:
• (Year 2) We introduced an algorithm to hierarchically cluster image sequences and use the representa-

tive data samples to learn a feature subspace maximizing the Fisher criterion. The clustering and sub-
space learning processes are applied iteratively to obtain diversity-preserving discriminative features.  
A metric learning step is then applied to bridge the appearance difference between two cameras. The 
proposed method is evaluated on three multi-shot re-id datasets and the results outperform state-of-the-
art methods.  This work is under review for the British Machine Vision Conference in September 2015.

• (Year 2)  We proposed a new approach to address the person re-id problem in cameras with non-over-
lapping ields of view. Unlike previous approaches that learn Mahalanobis-like distance metrics in some 
embedding space, we propose to learn a dictionary that is capable of discriminatively and sparsely en-
coding features representing different people. To tackle viewpoint and associated appearance changes, 
we learn a single dictionary in a projected embedding space to represent both gallery and probe images 
in the training phase. We then discriminatively train the dictionary by enforcing explicit constraints on 
the associated sparse representations of the feature vectors. In the testing phase, we re-identify a probe 
image by simply determining the gallery image that has the closest sparse representation to that of the 
probe image in the Euclidean sense.   Extensive performance evaluations on two publicly available multi-
shot re-id datasets demonstrate the advantages of our algorithm over several state-of-the-art dictionary 
learning, temporal sequence matching, spatial appearance and metric learning based techniques. This 
work is under review for the British Machine Vision Conference in September 2015.

• (Year 2) We proposed a novel approach to solve the problem of person re-id in non-overlapping camera 
views. We hypothesized that the feature vector of a probe image approximately lies in the linear span of 
the corresponding gallery feature vectors in a learned embedding space. We then formulated the re-id 
problem as a block sparse recovery problem and solved the associated optimization problem using the 
alternating directions framework. We evaluated our approach on the publicly available PRID 2011 and 
iLIDS-VID multi-shot re-id datasets and demonstrated superior performance in comparison with the cur-
rent state of the art.  This work was presented at the IEEE/ISPRS 2nd Joint Workshop on Multi-Sensor 
Fusion for Dynamic Scene Understanding in June 2015.

• (Year 2) We proposed a novel metric learning approach to the human re-id problem with an emphasis 
on the multi-shot scenario. First, we perform dimensionality reduction on image feature vectors through 
random projection. Next, a random forest is trained based on pairwise constraints in the projected sub-
space. This procedure repeats with a number of random projection bases so that a series of random 
forests are trained in various feature subspaces. Finally, we select personalized random forests for each 
subject using their multi-shot appearances. We evaluated the performance of our algorithm on three 
benchmark datasets.  This work was presented at the IEEE Winter Conference on Applications of Com-
puter Vision (WACV) in January 2015.

• (Year 2) An end-to-end system solution of the re-id problem was installed in an airport environment, 
with a focus on the challenges brought by the real-world scenario. We addressed the high-level system 
design of the video surveillance application and enumerated the issues we encountered during our devel-

Table 1: Experimental results at CLE.
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opment and testing.  We described the algorithm framework for our human re-id software and discussed 
considerations of speed and matching performance.  Finally, we reported the results of an experiment 
conducted to illustrate the output of the developed software as well as its feasibility for the airport sur-
veillance task.  This work was presented at the Eighth ACM/IEEE International Conference on Distributed 
Smart Cameras (ICDSC) in November 2014.

•  (Years 1-2) In collaboration with Northeastern University (NEU), the design and deployment of an on-
site re-id algorithm for the new branching testbed occurred, leveraging a software architecture using 
DDS, including an experimental graphical user interface for tagging subjects of interest and viewing top-
ranked matching candidates.

• (Years 1-2) ALERT-guided design and deployment of a new 6-camera branching testbed leading from the 
exit of the central security checkpoint in CLE to each of the three concourses.

•  (Year 1).  Development of a novel re-id algorithm that mitigates perspective changes in surveillance 
cameras. We built a model for human appearance as a function of pose, using training data gathered from 
a calibrated camera. We then applied this “pose prior” in online re-id to make matching and identi ica-
tion more robust to viewpoint. We further integrated person-speci ic features learned over the course 
of tracking to improve the algorithm’s performance. We evaluated the performance of the proposed al-
gorithm and compared it to several state-of-the-art algorithms, demonstrating superior performance on 
standard benchmarking datasets as well as a challenging new airport surveillance scenario.  This work 
was published in IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence., appearing online in 
September 2014.

• (Year 1)  Developed an algorithm for keeping a pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) camera calibrated.  We proposed a 
complete model for a PTZ camera that explicitly re lects how focal length and lens distortion vary as a 
function of zoom scale. We show how the parameters of this model can be quickly and accurately esti-
mated using a series of simple initialization steps and followed by a nonlinear optimization. Our method 
requires only 10 images to achieve accurate calibration results. Next, we show how the calibration pa-
rameters can be maintained using a one-shot dynamic correction process; this ensures that the camera 
returns the same ield of view every time the user requests a given (pan, tilt, zoom), even after hundreds 
of hours of operation. The dynamic calibration algorithm is based on matching the current image against 
a stored feature library created at the time the PTZ camera is mounted. We evaluate the calibration and 
dynamic correction algorithms on both experimental and real-world datasets, demonstrating the effec-
tiveness of the techniques.  This work was published in IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Ma-
chine Intelligence, appearing online in November 2012.

• (Year 1) Establishment of an initial tag and track testbed in CLE that included a selection of cameras lead-
ing from the parking garage to the terminal.

D. Milestones

While the algorithms developed in the project have been validated on benchmark datasets from the academic 
community and showed improved performance, not all of them have been incorporated into the deployed 
system at CLE.  These include the aforementioned multi-shot algorithms, integrating probabilistic temporal 
models for transition times between camera views and incorporating on-the- ly subject-discriminative fea-
tures for the tagged candidate.
As described in the Future Plans section below, further fundamental research is still required on multi-shot 
algorithms that maximally leverage the discriminative information available in long-person tracks.

E. Future Plans

In the coming year of the project, we plan to investigate the following research problems:
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• To extend the work described in Section B.4, we will investigate faster procedures to solve the occlu-
sion-robust linear approximation problem and develop multi-shot algorithms that make a more informed 
choice as to which of the available images are most discriminative for re-id.

• While research to date has been oriented towards the real-time, forward-looking re-id problem, the same 
approach can be directly applied to the forensic analysis of camera network video.  For example, a TSA 
agent may identify the endpoint of a suspect’s trajectory (e.g., the moment they exit through a secure 
door) and then back-trace the subject’s path to a point of origin or a camera where their face is clearly 
visible.  This problem was identi ied by TSA personnel as a particular area of interest that is currently 
tedious and time-consuming.  We will modify the tag-and-track algorithms for this scenario and conduct 
additional tests to validate the performance.

• In the current interface to the algorithms, the user is presented with a rank-ordered list of candidate 
matches. The list can be improved and the underlying algorithms re ined if the user is given the oppor-
tunity to de initively accept/reject certain candidates or classify them as “maybe”.  This user-in-the-loop 
approach is atypical of academic re-id research but could be extremely helpful in real-world deployment. 
We will also meet with agents to understand the desired appearance and usage modes of the interface.  

III. EDUCATION AND WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY

A. Course, Seminar or Workshop Development

Richard J. Radke (PI) was invited to present the described research and development efforts in a talk titled 
“Real-World Re-Identi ication in an Airport Camera Network” at the Eighth ACM/IEEE International Confer-
ence on Distributed Smart Cameras (ICDSC), in Venice, Italy in November 2014.

B. Student Internship, Job or Research Opportunities

Ziyan Wu, Ph.D., (graduated May 2013) had a semester-long internship and is now a Research Scientist with 
Siemens Corporate Research, Princeton, NJ.
Yang Li, Ph.D., (graduated May 2015) had a summer internship with Amazon, Seattle, WA, and will be a re-
search engineer at LinkedIn, Mountain View, CA.

IV. RELEVANCE AND TRANSITION

A. Relevance of Research to the DHS Enterprise

Video surveillance is an integral aspect of homeland security monitoring, forensic analysis and intelligence 
collection.  The research projects in this area were directly motivated (and in fact, requested) by DHS of icials 
as critical needs for their surveillance infrastructure.  The presence of ALERT hardware and software on-site 
in CLE is expected to produce a wealth of new data and research problems of direct DHS/TSA interests for 
several years.   
The speci ic metric we seek to maximize for the re-id systems is rank-5 performance; that is, the percentage of 
tagged subjects who appear in the short list of 5 best matches automatically predicted by the algorithm.  We 
chose the length of the shortlist under the assumption that it is dif icult for a user to easily browse more than 
5 candidates on a graphical interface.  As reported in Section B.5, we are currently able to achieve 70%-90% 
rank-5 performance, which we believe meets or exceeds competitive solutions to the end-to-end problem.  
A continuing focus in Year 3 and the future will be a discussion with DHS end users about the performance 
speci ications and interface that would be required to transition the developed research into regular use.  
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B. Potential for Transition

Over the past three years, the video analytic group has built a great relationship with Cleveland TSA, Hopkins 
International Airport and the Greater Cleveland Rapid Transit Authority. In our irst project, we transferred a 
set of counter low algorithms to detect people entering the airport exit lanes, and worked with the TSA and 
airport of icials to display the counter low events in their coordination center for further analysis and action. 
In the current project, we are working with the same group to develop re-id and tracking algorithms that will 
satisfy their needs and match their CONOPS, so that the presented results it their operation.  The developed 
re-id algorithms are currently implemented on a custom-built PC at CLE with a working user interface. 
ALERT, in collaboration with another DHS COE, VACCINE, is additionally collaborating with the Greater Cleve-
land Rapid Transit Authority (GCRTA) police to address a problem related to re-id in the context of rail plat-
forms, bus stops and concourses.  We will follow a similar pathway forward with respect to problem speci i-
cation and CONOPS de inition.  The speci ications and CONOPS for the GCRTA are somewhat different (e.g., 
only performing re-identi ication over a single camera, but doing so over the course of many days), making 
the problem easier in some ways but harder in others. 

C. Data and/or IP Acquisition Strategy

ALERT has retained the services of an IP consultant to assess the feasibility of technology transfer for video 
analytics research and development in the center. As new intellectual property is created, the video analytic 
groups write descriptions of the new property and disclose it to their respective Universities. As the work 
matures, the disclosure will become patent disclosures and perhaps patents.

D. Transition Pathway 

As described in Section IV-B, the described re-id research has already been transitioned to CLE end-users as 
part of the associated Task Order 5.  This process involves weekly teleconferences and regular on-site visits 
involving the ALERT research team, TSA at CLE, DHS of icials and homeland security consultants and liaisons.  
This activity is hoped to continue for several years via additional Task Orders and associated projects. 
The video analytic group is surrounded by practitioners/users of video. They are willing to supply real data, 
application ideas, use cases and CONOPS. Included within the video analytic cohort are representatives from 
Siemens Corporate Research, several divisions of which are regular contractors to the video surveillance 
community. We use all of this input to help us understand how to apply our research to real problems and to 
forge a transition pathway forward.

E. User Connections

This project involves weekly teleconferences and quarterly on-site visits with DHS, Cleveland Airport, GCRTA 
and law enforcement collaborators, including:
• Michael Young, former Federal Security Director, TSA at CLE
• Jim Spriggs, former Federal Security Director, TSA at CLE
• John Joyce,  Chief of Police / Director of Security, GCRTA
• Don Kemer, Transportation Security Manager, Coordination Center, TSA at CLE
• Fred Szabo, Commissioner, CLE
• Michael Gettings, Lieutenant, Cleveland Transit Police
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V. PROJECT DOCUMENTATION 

A. Peer Reviewed Journal Articles 

1. Wu, Z., Li, Y., and Radke, R.J. “Viewpoint Invariant Human Re-Identi ication in Camera Networks Us-
ing Pose Priors and Subject-Discriminative Features.”  IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and 
Machine Intelligence.  Vol. 37, No. 5, pp. 1095-1108, May 2015.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TPA-
MI.2014.2360373

2. Wu, Z. and Radke, R.J.  “Improving Counter low Detection in Dense Crowds with Scene Features.” 
Pattern Recognition Letters, Special Issue on Pattern Recognition and Crowd Analysis.  Vol. 44, pp. 
152--160, July 15, 2014.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.patrec.2013.11.016 

B. Peer Reviewed Conference Proceedings

1. Karanam, S., Li, Y., and Radke, R.J.  “Sparse Re-Id: Block Sparsity for Person Re-Identi ication.”
IEEE/ISPRS 2nd Joint Workshop on Multi-Sensor Fusion for Dynamic Scene Understanding (MSF 
15), in conjunction with CVPR 15, Boston, MA, June 12, 2015. 

2. Li, Y., Wu, Z., and Radke, R.J.  “Multi-Shot Re-Identi ication with Random-Projection-Based Random 
Forests.”  Winter Conference on Applications of Computer Vision 2015, Waikoloa Beach, HI, January 
2015.  http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/WACV.2015.56

3. Li, Y., Wu, Z., Karanam, S., and Radke, R.J.  “Real-World Re-Identi ication in an Airport Camera Net-
work.”  Eighth ACM/IEEE International Conference on Distributed Smart Cameras (ICDSC), Venice, 
Italy, November 2014 (invited paper).  http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2659021.2659039

C. Other Presentations 

1. Radke, R.J.  “Real-World Re-Identi ication in an Airport Camera Network.”  Eighth ACM/IEEE Inter-
national Conference on Distributed Smart Cameras (ICDSC), Venice, Italy, November 2014 (invited 
paper).

D. Student Theses or Dissertations 

1. Srikrishna Karanam, M.S., Electrical Engineering.   Thesis title: Dynamic Multi-Channel Feature Dic-
tionaries For Robust Object Tracking.  Graduated December 2014.

2. Yang Li, Ph.D., Electrical Engineering.   Thesis title:  Human Re-Identi ication In Real-World Surveil-
lance Camera Networks.  Graduated May 2015.

E. Software Developed

1. Datasets
a. Cleveland re-id ground-truth database (internal to ALERT). 
b. A subset of the above to be made publicly accessible upon publication of a related journal paper.

2. Algorithms
a. A highly optimized implementation of multiple-person detection in C# that gives near real-time 

results 
b. Multi-shot human re-id algorithm based on random forests and random projections
c. Multi-shot human re-id algorithm based on block sparsity
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d. Multi-shot human re-id algorithm based on clustering and local Fisher discriminant analysis
e. Real-time human re-id algorithm designed, optimized, and deployed for on-site use at Cleveland 

airport, based on DDS (Distributed Data Service), in collaboration with Northeastern University.
Algorithms (a)-(d) are under development for implementation at Cleveland airport.  Some algorithms may be 
made publicly available upon publication of a related journal paper to bene it the computer vision research 
community.

F. Requests for Assistance/Advice

1. From DHS
a. The re-id project is a direct result of discussions and requests from the TSA branch headquar-

tered at Cleveland airport.
b. Follow-on discussions with TSA regarding new algorithms for measuring passenger low from 

video were instigated in early 2015.
2. From Federal/State/Local Government

a. ALERT, in collaboration with another DHS COE, VACCINE, responded to a request from the police 
at the Greater Cleveland Rapid Transit Authority (GCRTA) to address a problem related to re-id 
in the context of rail platforms; a multi-institutional effort is underway.
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